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Dear Reader,

Our energy market re-
port keeps you up to
date on the latest de-
velopments in EU legi-
slation and they how
they are influencing
the outlook for dom-
estic energy markets.
This report reflects
specifical ly upon the
European Commissi-
on’s „Winter package”
proposal from No-
vember 30th last year.

The most important proposals update the design
and operation of the internal electricity market, the
directive on renewable energy production and
energy efficiency, and the draft regulation on
competences and responsibi l ities of the Commission
and Member States regarding energy and cl imate
pol icy targets.

Before introducing the proposals that have received
the most extensive media coverage and attention of
energy market players, we would briefly remind our
Readers of the related legislative developments in
the past two years that have led to this point.

In the summer of 201 5, the Commission publ ished
its proposals on the future regulation of electricity
markets, which have since been articulated in draft
legislation. This Summer package included the
proposal on modification of the Emission Trading
Scheme (ETS), seeking to boost CO2 prices by
narrowing the al lowance supply. 1

In less than a year, February 201 6, the first winter
package was publ ished focusing on the natural gas
sector, introducing the Commission’s strategic
concepts on security of natural gas supply, storage
and LNG imports. The Winter package – despite this
moniker suggesting a comprehensive package of
proposals – includes only one proposal on the
modification of Security of Gas Supply Regulation. In
addition, the content does not address any
significant changes since national action plans and
preparations wil l be l ifted to regional level . Apart
from this, regulations on natural gas sector
remained untouched.2

The proposals under the latest package on the
future operational model of electricity markets are
based on the absolutely freely moving market prices,
gradual ly l iberal ized renewable production, and
more flexible demand response capabi l ities, while
rejecting capacity markets in favour of the “purely
energy market”.

Helping to fulfi l European cl imate pol icy for 2030,
the winter package aims to harmonize the
cooperation of stakeholders in a separate
governance regulation. The proposal determines the
competences and responsibi l ities shared by the
European Commission and Member States in favour
of completion of EU’s energy and cl imate targets for
2030. The regulation obl iges Member States to
compile a long-term emission reduction strategy and
an integrated national energy and cl imate plan.
Furthermore, it contains provisions in case Member
States’fai l to meet EU targets.

Changes to directives on renewable energy
production and energy efficiency seem fairly soft
and moderate. Drafts fai l to break down the 2030 EU
targets to compulsory Member State level targets,
but sti l l the directive on energy efficiency extends
the rule to an annual 1 .5% increase up to 2030.

At the same time, support schemes of the various
Member States have not been coordinated or
integrated.

For such l imited proposals, we might say that winter
package is a lot of smoke with l ittle fire. However, we
must pay attention to the important fact that
electricity sector is not only regulated by the above
EU directives and regulations - rules on renewable
production support schemes are set for instance by
the guidel ine on state aids, and these went through
considerable changes in 201 5.

A similar change for electricity markets: the
modification on power market regulations in 2009
delegated the tasks for preparation of network
codes to ENTSOE. Major efforts were made to
prepare these codes, and as a result, the market is
now operated by effective and uniform rules
approved by the European Union, starting from
system operational and accession rules to the rules
of day-ahead and futures markets.

1 Our article „Fourth energy package? Summer proposals on the modifications of energy market regulations” was published in Vol 3 2015 on the summer package of

2015 including the draft modifications of the directive on emission trade.

2 Our article on the first winter package was published in Vol 1 2016 with the title „European Commission’s LNG, natural gas and security of supply vision”.
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Regulation on the establ ishment of Regional
Operational Centres (ROCs) is an obvious step
towards the regional ization of system operation, sti l l
a source of concern for several Member States.
Indeed, this process has been underway since the
establ ishment of ENTSOE, and wil l not end with the
ratification of network codes: several questions are
left open to be answered and solved in the next few
years by ENTSOE. The regional ization and
“unionization”of power market regulation does not
start with the winter package, but it certainly wil l
provide additional impetus.
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Average ARA prices of October-December grew by
nearly double the previous quarter’s growth of more
than 20%, accounting for 40% compared to J uly-
September: coal prices nearly doubled over the last
half year from 50 to 90 $/t. Year-to-year price
increase caused by decl ining Chinese coal
production capacities exceeded 60% in the last
quarter of 201 6 (Figure 1 ). The oi l market was jolted
by the announcement of the OPEC production cut at
the end of N ovember amounting to a dai ly 1 .2
mil l ion barrels from 1 J anuary under the condition
that non-OPEC producers also commit themselves
to a further reduction of 600,000 barrels, which they
fulfi l led. DThe 2% global production cuts, Brent oi l
prices increased by $1 0 to nearly 55 $/barrel by the
end of December. Considering the quarter, oi l prices
grew by 1 3% year-to-year.

Asian LN G prices continued to rise after the third
quarter’s 30% rise in J apanese spot prices (in EU R),
there was a further 30% increase in October-
December on a quarterly basis (Figure 2). The

Austral ian Gorgon-1 recommissioned in M arch
stopped again at the end of N ovember due to
technical problems fol lowing an outage in Apri l -J une.
Although Gorgon-2 started its operation in October,
the third phase of the project was not real ised
contrary to the plans. Two other Austral ian projects,
Prelude and I chtys, also had delays. Since Austral ian
producers have contracted to transport gas, these
delays force them to buy contracted gas on spot
market contributing to the increase in prices. Price
increases also resulted from the effect of whether
forecasts on irregularly cold winter in Asia and the
stop of four South Korean nuclear power plants due
to an earthquake in September.

The quarterly average of day-ahead TTF prices in Q4
of more than 1 7 EU R/M Wh hardly exceeded the
quarterly average one year ago, but tripled the
previous quarter’s average. The price increase is
explained by the cut of French nuclear capacities
(see below), the increased demand triggered by the
colder than average weather, and the low volume of
LN G transports to Europe. The latter resulted from
the diversion of Asian demand; October saw a year-

to-year fal l of 28% in LN G transported
to Europe. Demand for spot sources
was further increased by Great Britain’s
storage problems: although Rough,
accounting for 70% of the country’s
total storage capacity, restarted
operations in December fol lowing a
five-month break, the operator had to
further reduce the already cut
withdrawal capacity.

I n Q4, contract prices of Russian import
gas to Germany were below day-ahead
TTF prices, making it more competitive.
This phenomenon prevai led throughout
the year: the 201 6 average of German
border prices remained below 1 3.5
EU R/M Wh, while TTF approached 1 4

T he last quarter of 2016 saw plummeting coal prices and a significant rise in oil prices in December
caused by the decision of oil exporting countries to curtail their production. In addition to increasing

energy carrier prices, European power prices were affected by considerable nuclear capacity cuts. This
coupled with colder than average temperatures and European tight lower European LNG supply pushed up
gas demand for power production purposes and increased prices. The Hungarian market premium was less
affected by capacity cuts compared to the German market, with the spread declining in October-November
until peaking consumption resulted in a significant rise in December prices. In December, the Hungarian-
Austrian interconnector operated at full capacity mainly due to Ukraine’s Western gas purchases. Although
there was a perceivable rise in Russian import contract prices in the last quarter of 2016, the HUF’s decline
against the $ over the whole year, with low oil prices made Russian sources competitive, which was also
reflected in growing Ukrainian imports to Hungary.

Figure 1 Prices of month-ahead EEX ARA coal and Brent crude oil spot prices from July

201 5 to December 201 6
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EU R/M Wh on average. Due to these
competitive prices, Russia broke a
record by transporting 1 53 bcm gas to
Europe, exceeding previous year’s
transport by 1 4%. Transmission on the
U krainian-Slovakian interconnection
was up by 29%, N ord Stream by 1 2%
and the U krainian-H ungarian inter-
connection by 1 3%.

N ord Stream might be helped by the
decision of the European Commission
made at the end of October giving
Gazprom permission to use more OPAL
capacity. OPAL connects N ord Stream
with Czech Republ ic, and for now
Gazprom only has access to the half of
the yearly 36 bcm capacity because of
EU rules on third party access. I n l ine
with the Commission’s decision,
Gazprom has exclusive access to half of
the capacity while the remaining 50% is
accessible for al l market players
including Gazprom. N aftogaz says that
with this rule, U kraine would suffer a
loss of a yearly 1 5 bcm transit. Based on
the Pol ish PGN iG objection, with the
European Court of J ustice at the end of
December, a German superior court
suspended the Commission’s decision.
H owever, the high demand on OPAL
was shown by the fact that the total
J anuary capacity was contracted on the
auction held before suspension.

The quarter’s European power market
developments were primari ly deter-
mined by the decision of the French
nuclear authority in J une on the
exceptional security control of 1 8
reactors. I n October the country’s
avai lable nuclear capacity was 20%
behind the same period of the previous
year, and the uncertainties around
restarting capacities pushed prices up
both in N ovember and December.
Avai lable nuclear capacities were also
lower than usual in Germany, fal l ing to
9 GW in December and hitting a
historical winter low. The colder than
average weather and the low supply led
to prompt and short-term price spike.
Reaching 250 EU R/M Wh at the
beginning of N ovember, French week-
ahead baseload prices broke a 1 5-year
record.
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Figure 2 Prices on select international gas markets from July 201 5 to December 201 6
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Figure 3 Prices of EEX year-ahead futures and CO2 allowances (EUA) with December

delivery from July 201 5 to December 201 6
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HUPX
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Figure 4 Clean spark spread (gas fired power plants) and clean dark spread (coal fired

power plants) on German market from July 201 5 to December 201 6

Note: Both indicators show the difference between electricity prices on exchanges and the cost of

electricity generation, where the cost of production is added up by the cost of gas (spark spread) or

coal (dark spread) needed for generating 1 MWh of electricity and the additional cost of CO2

emission allowances. Calculations are based on spot baseload power prices on the German EEX

exchange, Dutch TTF spot prices and ARA coal prices. The Figure shows the monthly averages ofthese

two indicators calculated with day-head market prices, assuming 50% energy efficiency in the case of

gas-fired power plants and 38% in the case ofcoal-fired ones.
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On the German power exchange, yearly baseload
prices were up to 35 EUR/MWh at the beginning of
November accounting for a more than 20% increase
compared to the end of September (Figure 3). This
was partly driven by the rise in coal prices and CO2
al lowance prices; the latter rose by 26% in the same
period in l ine with the market expectations about
the decision of the Environment, Publ ic Health and
Food Safety Committee of the European Parl iament
backing the decision on emission al lowances cuts
after 2020. In the second half of November, coal and
EUA prices fel l , sinking German baseload future
prices by more than 8 EUR/MWh to 28 EUR/MWh.
This fal l was fol lowed by a rise in German baseload
prices accounting for nearly 20% in Q4 compared to
the previous quarter and 1 0% compared to the
October-December average of 201 5.

The clean spark spread remained positive as a result
of increasing power prices, in spite of growing gas
prices, while the clean dark spread was diminished
by rising coal and EUA prices (Figure 4). The position
of gas-fired power plants somewhat improved as a
result of the decl ining average difference of the two
spreads compared to the previous quarter. There
was a spectaculous upswing in clean spark spread
calculated on the basis of domestic electricity prices
driven by the significant rise in Hungarian market
prices in December (see next).

After low monthly import capacities on the Austrian
border (1 9-29 MW) led to high auction prices in the
third quarter (in August exceeding 1 1 EUR/MWh), in
the fourth quarter the 1 29 MW import capacity
resulted in a significant decl ine in prices (Figure 5).
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Figure 5 Results of monthly cross-border capacity auctions in Hungary, Q4 201 6

Source: JAO, MAVIR
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Although prices of import capacities from
Slovakia sti l l exceeded 3.64 EUR/MWh in
September – with a similar amount of
offered capacity, prices did not even reach
1 EUR/MWh in December. Contrary to the
Austrian and Slovakian borders, import
capacity prices from Romania were
continuously growing during the quarter
despite growing capacity volumes, and
unexpectedly, more than doubled the
Austrian capacity prices in December.

On the yearly auction, however, Austrian
import capacities remained in high
demand even though the 201 6 baseload
price, accounting for 6.78 EUR/MWh, lags
far behind the 201 5 prices that exceeded
1 1 EUR/MWh. Romanian import capacity
prices fel l by more than 30%, while
Slovakian prices sl id by 25% compared to
the previous year, with the only growth
found in Romanian sales volumes (Figure
6). This could explain the decl ining
premium of the Hungarian market
compared to the previous year: in the last
quarter of 201 5, the average Hungarian
yearly baseload price was 8.3 EUR/MWh
higher than in Slovakia and 4.2 EUR/MWh
higher than in Romania, but the next year
the average spread accounted only for 5
and 1 .8 EUR/MWh, respectively (Figure 8).

In the last quarter the domestic electricity
consumption rose by 2% as production
fel l 5% due to power plant maintenance.
Consequently, the average quarterly
import share grew from 29 to 34% (Figure
7). On a yearly basis, however – probably
because of the better uti l ization of gas-
fired power plants – domestic production
grew by nearly 4%, and exceeded 28 TWh.
Simultaneously, annual consumption
remained stable, thus the annual average
import share stabi l ized at 34% in 201 5 and
31 % in 201 6.

The quarterly average of HUPX yearly
baseload prices fel l by 6% compared to
the same period of 201 5, while EEX grew
by 1 0%. Consequently, the premium of
HUPX almost halved to 6.2 EUR/MWh
accounting for a 3-year low (Figure 8).

There was a rise in day-ahead HUPX prices
at the beginning of October owing to the
scheduled maintenance of Dunamente
Power Plant (408 MW) and shortages in
several smal ler power plants. Although
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Figure 8 Year-ahead baseload futures prices between October 201 5 and December 201 6
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maintenance works of a Paks Nuclear
Power Plant block starting in the second
half of October and lasting unti l the end
of the year, this production was replaced
by imports without a significant rise in
prices. In the last week of October there
were several instances when day-ahead
HUPX prices were lower than EEX day-
ahead prices (Figure 9). In December,
HUPX prices were pushed up by the
peaking demand triggered by cold
weather and l ighting for festive
decorations; the load at the beginning of
December, 6749 (net 6300) MW, broke
the consumption record (November
2007). As a result, the average December
HUPX/EEX spread approached 1 2
EUR/MWh compared to 2.4 EUR/MWh in
November.

The al ignment of the Hungarian and the
Czech day-ahead markets was stronger
than in Q3, with no difference in 82% of
the hours in November (Figure 1 0).
However, the price increase in
December seemingly separated the two
markets, when the difference between
Hungarian and Czech prices were at
least 5 EUR in over 40% of the hours,
and a spread exceeding 50 EUR occurred
as wel l . Even the most al igned Romanian
market was significantly cheaper than
HUPX in December, exceeding 1 0
EUR/MWh in 25% of the hours.

Exchange prices largely determine the
costs of the deviation from the schedule,
since the system charges for balancing
developed by MAVIR provide incentives
for market participants to manage
anticipated deficits and surpluses
through exchange based transactions.
For this purpose, the price of upward
balancing cannot be lower than the
HUPX price for the same period, while
the system operator does not pay more
for downward balancing than the price
at the exchange. In the fourth quarter,
the average price of positive balancing
exceeded 25 HUF/kWh, more than the
average of the third quarter of 201 6
accounting for 1 9 HUF/kWh. The
quarterly average was l ifted by peaking
prices in December from the high
demand (Figure 1 1 ).
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The consumption over the last quarter
of 201 6 reached 3.6 bcm, exceeding the
consumption over the same period last
year by 0.5 bcm. The increase is
primari ly attributable to the cold
weather, even though temperature
adjusted data show a 1 00 mcm year-on-
year growth (Figure 1 2).

Domestic production increased nearly
20% year-on-year, covering 1 8% of
domestic consumption, close to the
period in 201 5 (Figure 1 3). On a yearly
basis, domestic production grew by 1 40
mcm (to 2.26 bcm) compared to 201 5.
However, there was growth in yearly
natural gas consumption of more than
1 0.3 bcm in 201 6 compared to 9.5 bcm
in 201 5 according to gas flow data of
FGSZ, the Hungarian gas transmission
company. The most spectaculous
change in sourcing over the last quarter
of 201 6 year-on-year was the greater
role of gas storage as withdrawal more
than tripled to cover the increased
consumption. There were hardly any
changes in the total quarterly volume of
imports, but imports from Austria grew
by 35% and displaced Ukrainian imports.
The 70% year-on-year growth in
Hungarian exports indicates Hungary’s
expanding transit role.

Trade on the Mosonmagyaróvár entry
point grew continuously in the quarter,
and the December average uti l ization
exceeded the technical capacity of the
pipel ine (Figure 1 4). This phenomenon
closely correlates with the strengthening
transit role of Hungary, since traders
contracted capacities on the Austrian-
Hungarian interconnection primari ly for
supplying Ukraine. German border
prices of Russian gas below TTF prices
and the growing volume of gas coming
to Europe through the Nord Stream
suggest that it was profitable for traders
to purchase Russian gas on Western
markets and transport it to Ukraine
through Hungary and Slovakia. H igh
demand also led to a in capacity prices:
the clearing price of the monthly
capacity auction announced for
December exceeded the starting price
by 1 3%.
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The 38% uti l ization of Beregdaróc entry point in
December was under the November uti l ization level
(Figure 1 5). Similarly, the 37% average uti l ization in
Q4 42% less than the same period of the previous
year. On a yearly basis, however, the positive effect
of decl ining oi l prices on the competitiveness of
Russian long-term import contracts can be clearly
tracked with Ukrainian imports growing from 5.8
bcm in 201 5 to 6.6 bcm in 201 6 (these figures
include transit gas to Serbia and Bosnia-
Herzegovina).

Of the 41 % growth in exports year-on-
year, 70% in Q4 left Hungary for Ukraine.
This export volume total l ing 51 0 mcm
was a big jump compared to the
previous year’s 44 mcm. I t is attributable
to the fact that Ukraine has not
purchased gas from Russia since
November 201 5, but has met its total
demand from Western transit. Although
exports to Serbia were almost equal to
201 5 exports, its share of exports
decl ined from 94% in 201 5 to 55% in
201 6. The remaining 4% of Hungarian
exports went to Croatia (Figure 1 6)

Figure 1 7 shows Russian import prices in
Q4 rising significantly by more than 1 0%
compared to Q3. The influence of the
weakening HUF/$ exchange rate was
l ikely greater than the moderate shift in
the average oi l prices of the preceding 9
months with Q4 taken as a basis for the
price function of long-term contracts:
the average HUF/$ exchange rate of Q4
approached 287 (296 in December)
compared to 279 HUF/$ in Q3. With a
20% rise in spot TTF prices, both oi l -
l inked import and mixed import prices
including spot sources were up and – in
REKK’s estimation – exceeded the
recognised purchase costs of universal
service providers by more than 8% in
December. On a yearly basis, however,
Russian import prices fel l significantly
from 66 HUF/cm in 201 5 to 45 HUF/cm.
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A key issue for European energy markets is whether
the market model based purely on price signals is
sustainable with the growing penetration of
weather-responsive renewable capacities, or if
capacity markets are needed to faci l itate new power
plant projects serving back-up for security of supply
purposes. At the same time it is uncertain whether
demand side mechanisms are sufficient to balance
the fluctuation of wind and PV capacity production,
or low-uti l itization reserve capacities are needed.

The current proposal asserts that truly open,
unregulated energy markets provide sufficient price
signals to power plant investors and demand side
flexibi l ity obviates the establ ishment of new reserve
capacities serving exclusively for balancing. In the
Commission’s opinion, capacity markets are not only
unnecessary but also have a distorting effect,
weakening the integration of European energy
markets on the one hand and smoothing price
peaks that deprive energy markets of their genuine
abi l ities to encourage investments and control
demand.

Nonetheless, bel ief in the righteousness of pure
price signals not nearly as widespread as officia l
publ ications would suggest. The Commission cannot
and would not presume to assume Member States’
responsibi l ity for security of electricity supply.
Therefore the modification proposal dedicates 5
pages to new rules and conditions for capacity
mechanisms. Controversies around capacity
markets are not unique: the new power market
model fol lows the dichotomy of the maxim „Trust in
God and keep your powder dry”.

The revamped electricity market model is based on
the modification of four currently effective EU
regulations accompanied by several impact analyses
and reports. First, we wil l have a closer look at the
proposal on the modification of the regulation of
operational rules of electricity wholesale markets,
which is at the heart of the package1 .

In its preamble, the decree clearly states that
electricity market regulations must be modified to
enable integration and growth of power markets ,
specifical ly weather-dependent renewable
generation capacities. The 29% share of renewables
in power generation is expected to grow to 50% by
2030, gradual ly phasing out fairly generous feed-in
obl igations forcing producers to sel l their electricity
on market and to compete on an even playing field.
The market integration of such a huge quantity of
intermittent power generation requires much more
flexible electricity systems.

For one, flexibi l ity may be interpreted as al lowing
close to real-time sales of low quantities of power
produced, for instance, by smal l household power
plants. The deadl ine for trade and schedule
modification should be approached in real time,
which would al low for an hour-ahead sel l ing option
on intraday markets. Meanwhile integration of
intraday markets is critical to enable quick marketing
of huge volumes of renewable generation and quick
purchase of missing volumes on l iquid markets.

Massive renewable production, however, wil l
encumber the balancing of the system even with
l iquid spot markets. Therefore the Commission
urges a closer integration of reserve markets going
beyond the inter-TSO trade of balancing energy.
Proposals so far have not questioned the right of
TSOs to independently set and contract reserve
capacities to be contracted within a given balancing
zone, but this goes further: it would optimise the

O ne of the most important elements of the winter package is the proposal for the modification of the
regulation on reforms of electricity markets. While referred to as the new market model, it is

essentially no different from the current European model: promoting energy only markets and rejecting
capacity, a philosophy still contrary to the current practice of several EU Member States using capacity
mechanisms for supply security considerations.

1 2016/0379 (COD) Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the internal market for electricity (recast). The proposal is a

significantly rewritten and completed version of714/2009/EC Degree practically to be considered a new legislation
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volume of reserve capacities to be contracted on a
regional level , and would provide for the contracting
of the balancing capacity in regional framework
instead of the current national balancing zones.

The integration of renewable generation requires
not only the adjustment of market regulation but
also producers wil l have to rel inquish the benefits of
priority dispatch. In the future, only generating
capacities using renewable energy sources and
cogeneration with an instal led capacity of less than
500 kW would be subject to priority dispatch. Should
the share of capacities under feed-in obl igation
reach 1 5% within the power plant up to 2026, the
capacity l imit of el igibi l ity wil l drop to 250 kW.

Similarly, balancing responsibi l ity wil l extend to al l
renewable-based and co-generation power plants
exceeding 500 kW, and the capacity threshold wil l
decl ine to 250 kW from 2026. This would end the
current misal ignment whereby the burden of
balancing responsibi l ity is placed on conventional
power plants and renewable capacities can freely
deviate from the submitted schedule.

Simultaneously, the freedom of TSOs in curtai lment
and redispatching would be constrained. Power
plant capacities redispatched upward or downward
with reference to congestions would be selected on
a market basis (by auctioning) in the future. Where
non-market based curtai lment or redispatching is
used, power plants would be subject to
compensation of up to 90% of the additional costs
caused by the curtai lment or redispatching or
revenues not earned because of the curtai lment or
redispatching.

Curtai lments or redispatching from congestions and
compensations primari ly apply to newly connected
renewable power plants, which would impose a
significant investment costs on network companies
responsible for connecting renewable capacities.
The proposal al lows distribution and transmission
companies to calculate with curtai lment or
redispatching accounting for a maximum of 5% of
instal led capacities using renewable and co-
generation capacities in network planning.

However, the proposal fai ls to faci l itate network
developments in general . In addition to the incentive
by compensations, only the provision on the
compulsory reinvestment of revenues deriving from
the auction of interconnection capacities can be
considered to be such an incentive. Meanwhile, the

effective enforcement of the latter provision is
dubious because the text in the provision says that
the reinvestment of auction revenues may also be
accounted as maintenance costs.

The Commission has been trying unsuccessful ly for
years to remedy shortcomings that are setting back
interconnection capacity developments. Neither
exemption rules, nor the inclusion of ACER in
debated developments, nor special l icensing rules
on electricity transmission infrastructure of
common interest could remedy the incentive
deficiencies. While the Commission’s supplemental
documents estimate investment needs of
transmission networks to be1 40 bil l ion EUR for the
period between 201 2 and 20202, nobody has
answered the question who wil l make these
investments.

Therefore, the proposed provision for a bidding
zone review and authorizing the Commission to
make modifications is a significant step forward for
releasing transmission network congestions. Bidding
zones, including structural congestions, shal l be
divided into two (or more) bidding zones along
congestions with interzonal capacity auctions on the
borders of the zones. This provides a clear signal to
the relevant TSO to make investments for needed
developments.

This provision has particular significance for Central
Europe since it projects the breakup of the Austrian-
German bidding zone, and may also lead to the
dissolution of the uniform German price zone, which
would help to manage loop flows that have caused
serious problems for transmission networks in the
region3.

From the perspective of network operation, the
provision on the obligation of TSOs to establish
regional operation centres (ROCs) can be considered
a considerable departure from the traditional
business model. ACER created the system operation
regions based on the proposal of ENTSO-E taking into
consideration the grid topology and borders of
capacity calculation regions defined in the CACM
decree. Hungary’s region is l ikely to match the current
CEE region (Germany, Poland, Czech Republic, Austria,
Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, Slovenia and Croatia).

2 SEC(2011 ) 1234 final COMMISSION STAFFWORKING PAPER Executive Summary of Impact Assessment Accompanying the document REGULATION OF THE EUROPEAN

PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL on guidelines for the implementation ofEuropean energy infrastructure priorities repealing Decision No 1364/2006/EC

3 See more details on loop flows in our Article „A hurok szorításában” in Volume I ofour Market Report 2016.
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Theoretical ly, ROCs wil l perform the
functions of regional relevance
including capacity al location tasks
(creation of common system models,
coordinated capacity calculation and
coordinated security analysis),
faci l itating the integration of reserve
markets (regional sizing and
procurement of reserve capacity), tasks
related to short-term security of supply
(seasonal adequacy outlooks, analyses
to crisis scenarios), and functions
related to capacity markets (evaluate
the maximum import capacity avai lable
for the participation of foreign power
plants in capacity mechanisms).

This raises several questions with respect to the
responsibi l ities of ROCs and their relationship with
Member States’ TSOs that are not answered by the
proposal . The operation of ROCs would be managed
through a cooperative decision-making body
representing the TSOs of the region, which infers
that ROCs would be an institutional ized form of the
cooperation amopngst TSOs. Although the relevant
EU legislation provides that TSOs of Member States
are responsible for the establ ishment of ROCs, ROCs
would have independent and trans-TSO decision-
making authority in several functions defined in the
proposal . The fol lowing section highl ights this
controversy: „Regional operational centres shal l
provide transmission operators of the system
operation region with al l the information necessary
to implement the decisions and recommendations
proposed by the regional operational centres.”

The proposal also includes considerable changes
related to the operation and responsibi l ities of
ENTSOE. ENTSOE general ly defined as the „network”
of European TSOs, should act „independent from
individual national interests or the national interests
of transmission system operators” serving cl imate
protection objectives in accordance with the
proposal . The draft also refers to the possible
redrafting of the statutes of the organization.

ENTSOE so far was responsible primari ly for the
development of Network Codes as wel l as the
coordination of 1 0-year network development plans
and capacity adequacy outlook. This circle of
functions would be extended further a newly
created task: ENTSOE would be responsible for
making al l the rules of Member States’ CRMs and for
making resource adequacy assessments enabl ing
(or hindering (!)) the introduction of CRM. ENTSOE
would be responsible for adopting an operational
framework for ROCs strengthening the image of top-
down cooperation.

Simultaneously, the proposal gradual ly extends
competences of the Commission and ACER. The
Commission would gain statutory power on several
areas of cross-border trade and would be able to
adopt delegated acts. One of the most important
statutory powers is in defining the borders of
bidding zones (price zones). I ts statutory power,
however, does not include rules on market-based
procurement for anci l lary services that are outside
of frequency control l ing purposes, demand
responses (aggregation; storage; curtai lment of
consumption) or extension of CACM to the
curtai lment of producers and customers and
redispatching.

ACER competences are meant to grow in paral lel ,
even if ACER is not supposed to grow into a
European regulatory authority. The key
responsibi l ity area of ACER would continue to focus
on cross-border electricity trade and market
monitoring. I ts oversight competencies would
include the definition of ROCs and adoption of rules
on capacity markets elaborated by ENTSO.

Provisions on CRM may be the most ambiguous part
of the proposal . While the Commission states that
the establ ishment of CRMs is unnecessary and in
fact harmful to energy markets, the draft dedicates
nearly 5 pages to the topic. This dual ity is
reminiscent of the regulation on unbundl ing from
the last directive which went into detai l on the rules
for countries opposing ownership unbundl ing and
applying the ITO model with the clear intent to
create flexibi l ity for TSO’s that were not prepared to
ful ly unbundle according to a single rule.
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One of the most common arguments against
capacity markets is the distorting effect of state aid
granted to power plants. Therefore the draft
includes strong guarantees to for M ember States to
access the capacity of neighbouring countries using
interconnections to ensure power plant capacities.

The Commission’s primary concern here is that
capacity markets and the continuous avai labi l ity of
contracted capacities restrict price volati l ity and thus
reduce demand response and the supply of other
flexibi l ity services. I n this system, power plant
capacities el igible for capacity payment – typical ly
fossi l -based power plants – would gain a competitive
advantage compared to renewable power plants
unable to provide such services, which would lead to
increasing costs for renewable support schemes and
push down prices of electricity products.

J ustifiably, countries opposing capacity markets
bui ld ing significant renewable capacities fear that
the effect of CO2 al lowances that erode the
competitiveness of coal-fired power plants would
decl ine if they could successful ly receive
compensation on capacity markets. I n a broader
sense this would also weaken efforts towards
decarbonising the power sector and l imit the market
potential of national generation. Germany opposes
the introduction of capacity market, yet it grants
capacity payments to most of its l ignite-fired power
plant blocks. To remedy this conundrum the draft
proposes to set an emission cei l ing (550 gr
CO2/kWh) for power plants taking part in capacity
mechanism, which essential ly excludes coal-fired
blocks from CRM .

The draft sets very strict criteria for a M ember State
bring capacity mechanisms into force siting supply
security concerns. The draft requires long-term
capacity adequacy assessments to decide on the

need for CRM , and this would shift from the
competency of M ember States to EN TSOE. I f the
assessment concludes that, in an observed duration,
significant deterioration of the supply security index
is not expected, the given M ember State cannot
open a CRM , and if one is in operation it must
suspend it. I n this sense, M ember States would lose
their right to independently determine the necessity
of the introduction of capacity mechanism. H owever,
M ember States wil l maintain the right to set the level
of security of supply that is provided for their
citizens. I f the EN TSOE assessment concludes that
unsuppl ied hours exceeds the cap defined by the
M ember State, the M ember State can introduce
capacity mechanism.

N onetheless, the draft defines very strict rules on
the appl ication of CRM distribution functions and
legal competences among EN TSOE, ACER, ROC, the
TSO of the given M ember State and TSOs of
neighbouring countries. EN TSOE (with ACER
oversight) is responsible for elaborating and
approving the methodology of resource adequacy
assessment, conducting analyses for the given
M ember States, defining power plant el igibi l ity
criteria and setting fines to be imposed on non-
compl iance of power plants. The ROC is responsible
for calculating the maximum entry capacity avai lable
for the participation of external capacity taking into
account the expected avai labi l ity of interconnection.
M ember States wil l define a rel iabi l ity standard
(based on the methodology elaborated by EN TSOE)
and the amount of capacity to be procured in the
mechanism, while neighbouring TSOs wil l be
responsible for the registration of el igible generation
capacities and carrying out avai labi l ity checks.

Another important issue for countries considering
the introduction of capacity mechanisms is that
those who are about to apply CRM immediately after

the entry into force of legislation (after
2020) in l ine with the proposed
procedure must make calculations with
a relatively long lead time. The
elaboration and approval of the above
methodologies and M ember States’
resource adequacy assessments are
l ikely to take years. I n addition, state aid
has to be approved by DG COM P, which
took two years in the British and French
CRM cases. Taking this into account, it is
unl ikely if possible at al l to introduce
any capacity mechanisms between 2020
and 2025, when procedures are sti l l
unknown.

Are thare any adequacy concern
identified in the ENTSO-E Adequacy
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Are there regulatory distortions in the
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The power market model proposed by the
Commission, however, is not bui lt on reserve
capacities provided in the framework of CRMs, but
on market prices and demand response. The
proposal would remove caps on market pricing:
minimum price could be set at a value of minus
2000 €/MWh while maximum price could be set at
the value of VOLL (value of lost load).

Free market prices increase supply side response,
since high prices are an incentive to commission
even the most expensive generation units in times
of shortage, while generation units are penal ized
with low prices in situations of oversupply.
Therefore it gives an impetus to peak power plant
projects and to storage developments that
considerably increasing the flexibi l ity of the
generation side.

Supply response itself, however, cannot provide for
the power network balance: the other side of the
proposed market model is demand response, which
is based on real-time electricity price signals to
customers. Therefore, the Commission would cancel
price regulation, and obl ige suppl iers to offer
customers dynamic electricity pricing contracts more
effectively reflecting the real time value of electricity.

The proposal would al low for a 5-year temporary
period with regulated prices maintained for
vulnerable customers, while non-vulnerable
households face market prices from the entry into
force of the directive. The Commission does not
differentiate between the various forms of price
regulation, which could lead to additional
controversial situations: while it would qual ify
regulated prices l inked to wholesale prices as i l legal ,
it probably would not oppose „market pricing” –
which is often completely independent from market
price movements.

Dynamic or real-time pricing that triggers demand
response, however, is conditional on a proper smart
metering system. The proposal provides that
customers should have the possibi l ity to opt for
such a system, but does not include any more
conditions and requirements. I t does not obl ige
Member States to equip/deploy customers with
smart metering systems; it only obl iges them to
base their decision on a cost-benefit analysis and
repeat it year by year if results are negative in a
given year.

Most customers, however, do not have high-capacity
and control lable devices such as electronic vehicles
or heat pumps. Therefore the proposal faci l itates the
market entry to aggregators, groups of a large
number of customers with access to organised
energy markets (DAM/ID/reserve market) to trade
their flexibi l ity and self-generated electricity. The
proposal also encourages the establ ishment of local
energy communities: these are non-profit
organisations (associations, cooperatives etc.)
operating a smal l energy system and organising the
energy supply of customers and producers within a
geographical ly confined community network.
Similar to aggregators, community energy could
participate in power markets, which would certainly
require the modification of commercial codes.

The proposal looks at these provisions as means of
consumer empowerment by al lowing customers to
participate in market and find savings from price
changes. In the end, the proposal seeks to maximize
demand side flexibi l ity and use it to balance the
system.
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The revised Renewable Directive seeks to secure the
2030 EU renewable target of 27% as a ratio of gross
final energy consumption, recognising that current
measures are only forecasted to reach a ratio of
24.3%.2 Annual renewable investment has decl ined
by 60% since 201 1 , an outcome of lower investment
and fal l ing costs, while the environmental impact of
fossi l fuels is sti l l not internal ised in the cost of el-
ectricity generation. I t is notable that the Winter Pac-
kage recognizes and supports renewable based heat
generation, which has been under the competency
of member states, primari ly by reducing barriers of
access to district heating infrastructure. In addition
to network integration, the most important question
for electricity generation is whether renewable capa-
cities can compete in the market without support.
Their integration into the electricity market and the
intensification of cl imate pol icy regulation wil l l ikely
make it possible to cease the support of mature
technologies by 2030, but in the meantime market
based investments wil l be uncertain because of
surplus capacities, low CO2 al lowance prices, stag-
nating wholesale electricity prices and the relatively
high costs of renewable technologies.

Multiple elements of the plan intend to support cost
efficiency. On the one hand this can be interpreted
among the sectors: neither the current nor the pre-
dicted future share of the cool ing/heating sector –
which offers substantial growth opportunities for re-
newable energy use – are in harmony with cost effi-
cient decarbonisation goals (as an example, there is
combined auctioning of heat and electricity in the
Dutch renewable auctions)3. On the other hand, it
can also be interpreted among countries, since the
member states have differing renewable potential
and capital , connection and administrative costs.
Within the continuum between the economic advan-
tages of a uniform European renewable support
scheme and the sovereignty of the member states,
the proposal takes (another) step toward the for-
mer. Moreover, the cost-efficient design of the sup-
port schemes is especial ly important. The
regulations in several member states systems did

not consider the decl ining cost of technologies, pro-
mising excessive support that resulted in financial
and pol itical turmoil , and greater uncertainty is in-
corporated into investment costs.

Let’s review the actual recommendations of the draft
Directive concerning the three sectors!

As already mentioned, within the package of pro-
posals the question of electricity market and net-
work of electricity is guided not by the renewable
directive but by the regulations on the operation of
the electricity market. From within the renewable di-
rective, we would l ike to highl ight four important
questions: principles and regional isation of support
schemes, options to reduce capital costs, and lowe-
ring administrative barriers.

The evolution of support schemes is nothing new;
the 201 4 Guidel ine on state aid (201 4/C 200/01 ) pro-
vides a detai led description of the expectations on
the support to renewable electricity (most of al l , the
obl igation to competitively al locate support) and
most member states have already started to reform
their support systems. In order to increase investor
certainty, the new Directive also contains the prin-
ciples of support systems, supplementing the
Guidel ine and the future case law of DG Competit-
ion. Here the retroactive amendment of support
schemes is expl icitly banned (articles 4 and 5) to re-
duce regulatory risks. Member states must review
their support schemes every four years (article 4),
and based on this decide on the future of the sche-
me. Predictabi l ity is greatly improved through the
obl igation of member states to announce the al loca-
tion method for renewable support three years in
advance, including the timing of auctions and the
capacity and budgetary l imits of support (article 1 5).
The member state cannot lower the announced va-
lue, it can only set higher l imits.

T he Winter Package1 pays special attention to renewable energy since it is one of the main forms of
„clean energy deserved by all Europeans”. It is a proposal that will amend the 2009 Renewable

Directive, adding more layers to the existing regulations that oversee the functioning of the electricity
market, and specifically network integration of renewable energy generation.

1 http://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/news/commission-proposes-new-rules-consumer-centred-clean-energy-transition

2 Impact assessment of the Renewable Directive (SWD(2016) 418 final)

3 We covered the experience on renewable auctions in more detail in Issue 2 ofour 2015 Volume: “Renewable auctions: questions and experience”
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The larger the geographical area covered by a given
support scheme, the more l ikely it is that the pro-
jects with the lowest cost wil l be implemented, the-
refore the same production/capacity level (EU target)
is achieved at a lower cost. According to analyses
quoted by the impact assessment of the Directive, a
common Scandinavian quota system would save
EUR 680 mil l ion between 201 5 and 2020, while a
common premium system for AT/CZ/HU/SK would
reduce costs in the same period by EUR 325 mil l ion.
Already the 2009 Directive al lowed the coupl ing of
support schemes for common projects and support
schemes through statistical transfer or the import of
renewable energy from outside the EU. Except for a
few instances, member states have not real ly taken
advantage of these opportunities, since most of
them fulfi l their 2020 targets through domestic pro-
jects without any major effort. Possibly at the end of
the period the few countries (e.g. the Netherland)
with uncertain performance may look to cooperative
solutions. The current proposal goes further and
prescribes as gradual obl igatory opening of member
state support schemes. According to the proposal ,
instal lations in other member states can also bid for
at least 1 0% of new supported capacities between
2021 and 2025, and at least 1 5% between 2026 and
2030 (article 5). In 2025, the Commission may incre-
ase these ratios further.

The question of differing cost of capital among EU
countries was not addressed in the official Commissi-
on documents, and although an EU measure deal ing
with differences in capital cost is not part of the Di-
rective the impact assessment pays close attention to
it. The cost level and support need of renewable in-
vestments is greatly influenced by capital cost – which
varies substantial ly across member states.

The capital cost depends on the risk profile of the
country, the sector and the technology in question.
The production cost of a photovoltaic investment is
calculated below for three countries with different
costs of capital . The table (1 ) i l lustrates that the level i -
sed cost of electricity (LCOE) and the need for support
is the lowest in the country with the lowest number of
sunny hours, thus the cost of capital is a more impor-
tant factor than the technological potential .

The reduction of costs or regrouping of investments
toward low-cost countries (e.g. through opening up
the support schemes) result in decl ining EU level
costs. Shepherding renewable investments toward a
few countries with low cost of capital is constrained
by network capacities and the shortage of potential
sites.

The impact assessment outl ines two options to
handle differing costs of capital : either countries or
technologies with higher cost of capital could obtain
some EU level support. The draft legislation, howe-
ver, does not contain an actual proposal to manage
this problem.

Obtaining a permit for renewable energy projects is
sti l l an important impediment to (or an additional
cost item of) investments that differs across member
states. The Directive articulates specific require-
ments as opposed to what were general principles.
On the one hand, from 2021 the so cal led one-stop
shop administration has to be introduced. In other
words, al l permits necessary for the real isation of
the investment and the launch of production (inclu-
ding permits for the production unit as wel l as the
connecting network infrastructure) can be acquired
in one location (articles 1 6 and 1 7). I t is the task of
the designated authority to involve al l other interes-

ted stakeholders in the process. The ot-
her change is that the proposal sets the
default deadl ine for issuing the produc-
tion permit to 3 years. In case of capa-
city below 50 kW, the permit needs to
be issued by the regulator within 6
months, I f this deadl ine expires, the
producer automatical ly becomes el igib-
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Figure 1 The capital cost of onshore wind power plants, 201 5

Source: DIACORE

Germany Hungary Greece

Cost of capital, % 4% 11,3% 12%

Annual utilization, % 9,9% 11,4% 15%

Average cost (LCOE), 

€/MWh

65 101 79

Table 1 Average cost of PV production

Source: REKK estimate
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le for the permit. I f existing producing capacities are
refurbished, the deadl ine for issuing the permit is 1
year.

The uniform 1 0% renewable transportation goal of
the 2020 package ends in 2020. The proposal retains
the obl igatory ratio below but gradual ly withdraws
biofuels for food and fodder from the market:

�   compared to the transport fuel sold in a
specific year, biofuels and renewable
electricity need to reach at least 1 .5% in
2021 and 6.8% by 2030, fol lowing a
specified path (article 25)

�   the maximum use of biofuels for food and
fodder purposes (also compared to the
transport fuel sold in a specific year) has to
be reduced from 7% to 3.8% between 2021
and 2030 and replaced by modern biofu-
els

The expansion of renewable energy in Europe is el-
ectricity centred: the share of renewable electricity
generation increased by 1 3 percentage points on
average within the territory of the EU for the last 1 0
years. The same figure is 7 percentage points for he-
at. Promoting renewable heat generation is prima-
ri ly the task of member states, without many
measures on the level of European Union. Suppos-
edly, this is because heat markets are country speci-
fic and rather fragmented even domestical ly. There
is an EU regulation covering renewable production
with reference to bui ld ings (e.g. the requirement for
bui ld ings to consume almost no energy at al l ) and
the promotion of combined generation (Directive on
Energy Efficiency). District heating, however, compri-
ses only 1 0% of the heat demand of the EU. In l ight
of the above, the draft Directive tries to place heat
generation into a more favourable position, applying
a measure – already known in the field of energy ef-
ficiency – that would obl ige member states to intro-
duce a domestic al lowance system regulating the
production of renewable heat. Accordingly, the ratio
of renewable heat would have to increase by 1 per-
centage point per year by every member state (artic-
le 23).

Member states are free to designate those parties
that are subject to the directive, and energy service
providers are mentioned by the directive only as an
example. The obl igation may be satisfied in three
possible ways:

�   physical mixing (e.g. biogas into the gas
network),

�   real isation of renewable heat production
(e.g. in bui ld ings or industrial processes)

�   purchase and recognition of renewable he-
at produced by a third party investor

A separate article addresses district heating systems
(article 24). The proposal introduces positive discri-
mination for heat generated from renewables. As a
principle, if requested, al l renewable heat (or heat
from waste incineration) needs to be included in the
district heating supply. Referring to insufficient net-
work capacity, the producer of renewable heat can
be refused only if al l heat supply is already ful ly
waste based/renewable/combined, but it sti l l enjoys
a priority over fossi l based heat generation (may
displace it). The consumer is el igible to disconnect
from the district heating system only if it is not effi-
cient according to the Directive on Energy Efficiency
(min. 50% renewable or waste, or 75% combined)
and the consumer switches to an individual or local
communal renewable system. The member state
may restrict the right for disconnection by obl iging
the consumer to prove that the alternative individu-
al/communal system is more efficient than the rep-
laced district heating service. In case of
multi-apartment bui ld ings, disconnection is al lowed
only for the bui ld ing as a whole. The right to discon-
nect, therefore, is not the expansion of a general
consumer right.

The adoption of this rule in Hungary would reduce
the existing freedom to disconnect Because district
heating in Hngary is normal ly based on combined
generation (therefore qual ifying as efficient), the
new regulatory plan may reduce the scope of dis-
connection. Lastly, the proposal prescribes energy
certification for district heating systems, recording
the efficiency of the system, the renewable share of
energy use and the emission of CO2.

Compared to the previous renewable directive, the
proposed version places more emphasis onrene-
wable heat generation by applying the logic of
energy efficiency obl igation schemes to promote re-
newable based heat generation. I t also underscores
cost efficiency, pressing for the competitive al locati-
on of subsidies, the partial integration of national
support scheemes, and predictabi l ity of regulation.
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In the field of energy efficiency, the Winter Package
does not contain any real novelty, but aims to revisit
and supplement already existing measures to broa-
den their impact. This is l ikely because the 2020 tar-
get is not in doubt, and the current regulation
includes the most important areas of energy savings
that do not need to be restructured in any major
way.

The package amends the two most critical pieces of
law, the Energy Efficiency Directive (201 2/27/EU) and
the Directive on the Energy Performance of Bui l-
dings (201 0/31 /EU), extending the regulation on the
energy efficiency of products to new products, and
announcing a new EU initiative to support the mo-
dernization of bui ld ings to save energy.

The Directive on Energy Efficiency, adopted in 201 2,
sets the 2020 primary and final energy consumption
in l ine with the 20% energy saving target of the EU,
as specifies how member states should contribute
to it (each member state sets its own non-binding
target). The planned amendment raises the propos-
ed non-binding 2030 EU target from 27% to 30%,
and makes it a compulsory EU commitment. During
this period member states have to announce their
planned 2030 energy use and by 2030 the primary
energy use of the EU should fal l below 1 321 Mtoe fi-
nal energy use 987 Mtoe.

The other important amendment concerns the 7th
article of the Directive, on energy efficiency obl igati-
on schemes. Under the obl igation schemes between
201 4 and 2020 the energy companies designated by
the member states have to achieve new energy sav-
ings equivalent to 1 .5% of the sold energy. While the
obl igation schemes may be replaced by other mea-
sures, in most member states (1 5 of them) such sys-
tems exist. Since about half of the planned 2020
savings are expected through this article and obl iga-
tion schemes have proven their effectiveness, the
proposal extends its force unti l 2030, while main-
taining the 1 .5% obl igation level . The savings target
set by the article can be reduced by 25% according
to the regulation currently in effect. According to the
proposal this option continues to be avai lable, while
the volume of energy produced by new renewable
capacities of bui ld ings wil l a lso be el igible. As a new
requirement, a pre-set share of savings wil l have to
take place in energy poor households.

The Directive views the uti l isation of saving oppor-
tunities of better informed consumers as a priority.
An important area within this priority is the individu-
al heat volume measurement of apartments in mul-
ti-apartment bui ld ings. According to the proposal ,

starting in 2020 only appl iances capable of distant
measurement (heat volume meters and cost al loca-
tors) can be instal led and existing devices that are
not in compl iance wil l need to be replaced by 2027.
A few measures are transferred from the Directive
to other regulations: metering and invoicing electri-
city appears in the regulation on the electricity mar-
ket (while gas and heat metering remains here), and
provisions on the bui ld ing reconstruction action plan
are moved to the Directive on the energy efficiency
of bui ld ings.

For bui ld ings, the proposal prefers the appl ication of
bui ld ing automation, the creation of a qual ification
system on the “level of smartness” of bui ld ings, and
addresses the instal lation of charging points for el-
ectric vehicles in for bui ld ing reconstruction.

I t’s almost a cl iché that the energy modernisation of
bui ld ings is the most promising field of energy effici-
ency because of the large savings potential and it’s
relatively low cost. Nevertheless even profitable in-
vestments are not always undertaken, partly becau-
se wil l ingness to finance remains a chal lenge. This is
advanced by the „Smart Finance for Smart Bui l-
dings”, supporting the creation of national energy
efficiency platforms in order to efficiently combine
various EU/national financial resources, financial ly
support project development (aggregation of smal-
ler projects, reduction of administrative barriers),
and reduce the perceived/actual investor risk by
col lecting data on already implemented projects
(https://deep.eefig.eu/).

The energy efficiency targets of the EU are mode-
rately ambitious. The 2020 final energy target has
already been achieved by member states in 201 4
while primary energy requires an additional 2%.
The 2030 target, set relative to the 2007 outlook,
does not seem to be based on the trend of con-
sumption. Perhaps it is not by coincidence that the
European Parl iament would have preferred to inc-
rease the 2030 target to 40%.
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This expression refers to the cooperation framework
of participants involved in common decision making
and the related implementation. The Winter Package
proposal on governance determines the tasks and
responsibi l ities for the European Commission and
the member states to support 2030 EU targets on
energy and cl imate. But why is this new mechanism
needed?

There are two methods to “al locate” EU level targets
among member states. Using various principles the
Commission sets member state targets, which – if al l
member states “del iver” – automatical ly ensures the
attainment of the EU target. A good example for this
is the sharing of the 20% target of 2020 on renewab-
le energy among member states, in consideration of
their basel ine level and economic conditions. Anot-
her example is the 2020 member state emission l i-
mits for non-ETS sectors.

The other method is the so-cal led col lection of
member state contributions. In this case, the count-
ries volunteer to take on specific targets with the
overal l EU target in mind. In this instance, however,
the sum of member state contributions may not be
enough to reach the EU goal . A good example of this
method is the 2020 energy efficiency target. The
consequences of low member states ambition is

unclear since in this specific instance member state
commitments are enough to reach the 20% target.
Since the current trend points toward the commit-
ment based methods (as the 2030 renewable energy
target is also l ikely to be executed through this met-
hod unl ike the 2020 target, while the sharing of the
energy efficiency target may continue to use this
scheme even beyond 2020), developing a better
structured planning and monitoring system with
increased authority for the Commission is advisable.

The system of “governance” wil l be regulated by a
decree, a piece of regulation that is ful ly binding and
that has to be appl ied directly. I t wi l l be reviewed by
the European Commission in 2026 and amended
based on the experience of implementation prog-
ress in international cl imate negotiations. Member
states have to prepare two plans initia l ly. First, a
long term low GHG emissions strategy with a time
horizon of at least 50 years. Second, an integrated
national energy and cl imate plan, always for a 1 0
year period, with the first such plan covering the
2021 -2030 period. Planning/reporting is not a new
development within the EU. The two proposed
amendments replace about 50 currently appl icable
planning and reporting obl igations. Today member
states report on interrelated fields at differing times,
and consequently, under diverging assumptions. The
proposal intends to terminate this inconsistency,
enabl ing the comparison of member state data.
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The deadl ine for the first complete version of the
plan for the period of 2021 -2030 is 1 J anuary 201 8,
before which al l member states are obl iged to con-
sult with neighbouring and other countries on the
possibi l ity of regional cooperation. The results of
these discussions wil l be presented and the Com-
mission wil l assess whether the defined national tar-
gets are adequate to reach EU targets and if current
and planned measures are sufficient to reach the
national targets. The national plans submitted to the
Commission are reviewed by the rest of the member
states. Taking into account the comments made by
the Commission and member states, the final vers-
ion has to be completed by 1 J anuary 201 9. Each
member state can review the plan, but only once, in
2024, and the targets can only be revised upwards.
Every two years member states have to report on
implementation which is aggregated by the Com-
mission.

The draft decree provides a detai led description of
the mandatory elements of the plan. Among others,
each member state needs to disclose its ideas rela-
ted to the 5 areas of the Energy U nion on the 2030
time horizon:

�   Decarbonisation: legal ly binding emission
l imit for non-ETS sectors

�   Renewable energy: contribution to the 27%
EU target (in a sector breakdown)

�   Energy efficiency: contribution to the 30%
EU target (primary and/or final energy use
expressed in absolute terms)

�   I nternal energy market: expansion of cross-
border capacities, considering the 1 5% tar-
get, plans on connecting markets

�   R+I : deciding on sources and technological
goals.

After introducing the current situation, the integra-
ted energy and cl imate plan has to outl ine at least
two scenarios for al l topics on a time horizon unti l
2040 describing the impact of the current and plan-
ned measures (with existing measure – WEM and
with additional measures - WAM ). The energy pro-
duction/consumption and emission scenarios need
to be based on a single, integrated energy model co-

vering al l sectors. Furthermore, the macroeconomic,
environmental , employment and other social im-
pacts of the scenarios also need to be introduced.

I n addition to planning and reporting, another fun-
damental question concerns the power granted by
the proposal to the Commission for enforcing the
achievement of EU targets. At first reading, the draft
text does not treat each area uniformly, with the
most specific proposals for the instruments formu-
lated to reach the EU renewable energy target. I f by
2023 the EU share of renewable energy does not re-
ach the proportionate value of the l inear path bet-
ween 2020 and 2030, then the member states:

�   N eed to increase their obl igation on rene-
wable heat (Renewable directive, article 23)

�   N eed to increase their obl igation on mixing
modern biofuels (Renewable directive, ar-
ticle 25)

�   N eed to contribute to the fund financing
renewable energy projects, supervised by
the Commission.

As an important principle, the supplementary mea-
sures expected from member states consider the
extent to which each has contributed to the 2030
goals, thereby providing an incentive for conside-
rable early commitments. I n case of “losing” the ob-
l igatory 2020 renewable ratio, the member states
wil l again have to make a payment to the above
fund. The proposal does not specify how the level of
the contribution wil l be determined.
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�   Perfect competitive market
�   The model calcu lates the marginal cost of

nearly 5000 power plant units and the
unique merit order for each country

�   1 2 unique technologies
�   I ncludes future power plant developments
�   Takes 85 interconnectors into account
�   Models 90 reference hours for each year.

By appropriate weighting of the reference
hours, the model calcu lates the price of
standard products (base and peak)

�   Provides competitive price signal for the
model led region

�   Faci l itates the better understanding of the
connection between prices and
fundaments. We can analyse the effect of
fuels prices, interconnector shortages, etc.
on price

�   Gives price forecast up to 2030: uti l izing a
database of planned decommissionings
and commissionings

�   Al lows analysing the effects of publ ic pol icy
interventions

�   Trade constraints
�   Assessment of interconnector capacity

bui ld ing

�   Base and peakload power prices in the
model led countries

�   Fuels mix
�   Power plant generation on unit level
�   Import and export flows
�   Cross-border capacity prices

�   Ranking of Project of Common Interest
(PECI ) projects

�   Evaluating the TYNDP of ENTSO-E
�   Assessing the effects of the German

nuclear decommissioning
�   Analysing the connection between Balcans

and Hungarian power price
�   Forecasting prices for Easterns and

Southeast European countries
�   National Energy Strategy 2030
�   Assessment of CHP investment
�   Forecasting power plant gas demand
�   Forecasting power sector CO2 emmissions

Contact: András Mezősi

andras.mezosi@rekk.hu
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�   Perfect competitive market
�   Model l ing period of one year (1 2 months)
�   LTC and spot trade in the model led

countries, pipel ine and LNG suppl iers
�   Physical constraints are interconnection

capacities
�   Trade constraints: TOP obl igation
�   Model includes domestic proiduction and

storages
�   Model calcu lates with transmission nd

storage fees

�   Provides benchmark prices for the region
�   Faci l itates the better understanding of the

connection between prices and
fundaments. Eg. LTC market changes or
storage changes.

�   Price forecasts
�   Al lows analysing the effects of publ ic pol icy

interventions
�   Analysing trade constraints
�   Assessing effects of interconnector capacity

expansion
�   Security of supply scenarion analysis

�   Gas flows and congestion on
interconnectors

�   Equi l ibrium prices for al l countries
�   Source composition
�   Storage levels, LTC flows and spot trade
�   Welfare indices

�   Ranking of Project of Common Interest
(PECI ) projects

�   Effects of the Ukrainian gas crisis
�   Welfare effects of infrastructure

investments (TAP)
�   Regional security of supply scenarios and

N-1 assessments
�   National Energy Strategy 2030
�   Regional storage market demand forecast

Contact: Borbála Takácsné Tóth

borbala.toth@rekk.hu

EGMM is the natural gas market model ofREKKdeveloped since 2010 modelling 3 countries
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